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prefer to live on the surface of a
Eternal Frontier James H.

planet as little better than apes.

Schmitz 2002-09-01 Ape Man,

The latter group, the Walkers,

Space Man Earth's colonists have

are not about to say farewell to

spread throughout the cosmos,

the planets they grew up on, and

and have almost divided into two

think the Swimmers are not so

separate species. One is the

much advanced as deranged.

Swimmers, who have adapted to

Crowell, born a Swimmer but

living in zero-gravity, and

now a Walker by choice, is

regard themselves as the next

caught in the middle as the two

step in evolution, and those who

sides seem headed for war. Then
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he discovers the true cause of the

copies of this book! You'll want to

altercation: a hidden alien race

lend it to friends and (trust me on

moving behind the scenes to

this: I have years of experience to

provoke a war so that they can

back up the observation) once

pick up the pieces after the two

people get their hands on a

sides have obliterated each other.

Schmitz book, they don't let go!"

And if Crowell cannot head off

¾ Janet Kagan, Hugo-winner

the war and convince both sides

and author of Uhura's Song

of the existence of the real

Likewar Peter Warren Singer

enemy, both branches of the

2018 Social media has been

human race may be headed for

weaponized, as state hackers and

untimely extinction. This full-

rogue terrorists have seized upon

length novel and much more, fill

Twitter and Facebook to create

a huge volume from the master

chaos and destruction. This

of science fiction adventure. At

urgent report is required

the publisher's request, this title

reading, from defense experts

is sold without DRM (Digital

P.W. Singer and Emerson T.

Rights Management). "Much has

Brooking.

been made of the 'sense of

Tidelands Philippa Gregory

wonder' that science fiction

2019-08-20 This New York

evokes, and believe me, there

Times bestseller from “one of the

was nothing to evoke that sense

great storytellers of our time”

quite like the worlds of James

(San Francisco Book Review)

Schmitz. . . . Thank you, James

turns from the glamour of the

Schmitz, wherever you are. And

royal courts to tell the story of an

thank you, Eric Flint and Jim

ordinary woman, Alinor, living

Baen, for bringing his Right Stuff

in a dangerous time for a woman

back again." ¾Mercedes Lackey

to be different. A country at war

"Take my advice and buy TWO

A king beheaded ADownloaded
woman with
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a dangerous secret On

damning. This is the time of

Midsummer’s Eve, Alinor waits

witch-mania, and if the villagers

in the church graveyard, hoping

discover the truth, they could

to encounter the ghost of her

take matters into their own

missing husband and thus

hands. “This is Gregory par

confirm his death. Until she can,

excellence” (Kirkus Reviews).

she is neither maiden nor wife

“Fans of Gregory’s works and of

nor widow, living in a perilous

historicals in general will delight

limbo. Instead she meets James, a

in this page-turning tale”

young man on the run. She

(Library Journal, starred review)

shows him the secret ways across

that is “superb… A searing

the treacherous marshy landscape

portrait of a woman that resonates

of the Tidelands, not knowing

across the ages” (People).

she is leading a spy and an

Unhonored Tracy Hickman

enemy into her life. England is

2016-10-11 Unhonored is the

in the grip of a bloody civil war

second book in the intriguing

that reaches into the most remote

gothic novel in the Nightbirds

parts of the kingdom. Alinor’s

series from the partnerships of

suspicious neighbors are

New York Times best selling

watching each other for any sign

author Tracy Hickman and Laura

that someone might be disloyal to

Hickman. This gothic fantasy

the new parliament, and Alinor’s

series begins with Unwept. Ellis

ambition and determination mark

Harkington is trapped in limbo

her as a woman who doesn’t

between life and death,

follow the rules. They have

struggling to escape the

always whispered about the

domination of an evil force

sinister power of Alinor’s beauty,

masquerading as her friend,

but the secrets they don’t know

Merrick. Only Ellis has ever

about her and James are far more

escaped him, and now
that she
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has discovered the truth, he

War II are being redrawn in

wants to make sure she can

dangerous and unpredictable

never escape again. Merrick's

ways, leaving the Allied forces

dark power has turned the

scrambling for control and the

seaside town of Gamin, Maine,

Axis forces with undreamt-of

into a place of nightmares. The

power. But the military crisis is

town is transformed into a

only the beginning. An

decaying succession of infinite

awareness of how their future

rooms, bottomless stairwells, and

unfolds is sweeping the world,

boundless corridors filled with

and the people of 1942 are split

never-ending masquerades, balls,

between clamouring for change

and banquets. Each pageant is

and the freedoms their

about the life Ellis lived before

descendants enjoy, and resisting

her return—each revelation

it to protect the values of their

more terrifying than the last.

society. Then Japan invades

Ellis is desperate to find her

Australia, foreign agents begin a

missing cousin and leave, but

campaign of terror in the USA,

there is no exit from the House of

and Germany prepares for an all-

Dreams except, perhaps, through

out attack on Britain. The

a séance to contact the living. At

twenty-first-century forces must

the Publisher's request, this title

resort to the most extreme

is being sold without Digital

measures yet...

Rights Management Software

The Tide: Devil to Pay Anthony

(DRM) applied.

J. Melchiorri 2018-10-31 Book 8

Designated Targets: World War

in Anthony J Melchiorri's The

2.2 John Birmingham 2007-11-10

Tide series.The apocalypse is

The nightmare of the Transition

here. Nightmarish creatures

has given way to a world in

haunt every corner of the globe.

chaos. The battlelines of World

They are the resultDownloaded
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agent that subverts human

Nelson's Band of Brothers Captain

biology, turning people into

Peter Hore 2015-05-20 While

monstrosities covered by

there is a perennial interest in

overgrown bones and fueled by

the Royal Navy during the

an unquenchable hunger.And

Napoleonic wars and in Nelson

that is just the beginning.A

himself, there is no reference

fanatical organization led by a

work that chronicles all the

rogue Russian biowarfare expert

captains of his ships, their social

continues to expand their arsenal

origins, their characters and the

of biological weapons. Each

achievements in their lives

design is more diabolical than the

beyond their service under

last. Now the group plans to

Nelson. This new book,

launch a new airborne agent that

researched and written by

will destroy every last pocket of

distinguished historians,

humanity eking out an existence

descendants of some of Nelson's

in this horror-filled

officers, and members of the 1805

world.Captain Dominic Holland

Club, presents concise biographies

and his team of elite covert

of those officers who fought with

mercenaries are assigned to stop

Nelson in his three great battles,

the launch of this terrifying new

with superb colour illustration

weapon. In a desperate race

throughout. Nelson first gave the

against time, they must navigate

name of 'band of brothers' to the

the treacherous waters and cities

officers who had commanded

around Europe to save humanity.

ships of his fleet at the battle of

The Sea-Beach at Ebb-Tide

the Nile (1798). This new

Augusta Foote Arnold 2019-09-25

volume will include 100 officers,

Reproduction of the original: The

ranging from lieutenants in

Sea-Beach at Ebb-Tide by

command of gunboats at the

Augusta Foote Arnold

battle of Copenhagen
(1801) from
Downloaded
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through captains of line-of- battle

Champion of Stormwind, has left

ships at the Nile and at Trafalgar

his shattered homeland behind

(1805), to admirals in command of

and led his people across the

squadrons in his fleets. Of real

Great Sea to the shores of

significance are the specially

Lordaeron. There, with the aid of

commissioned photographs of all

the noble King Terenas, he

the monuments and memorials to

forges a mighty Alliance with

Nelson's captains, descriptions

the other human nations. But

with transcriptions of epitaphs,

even that may not be enough to

and clear directions to enable the

stop the Horde's merciless

readers to find them. Part travel

onslaught. Elves, dwarves, and

book, part biography and moving

trolls enter the fray as the two

testimony to Nelson's faithful

emerging factions vie for

captains, Nelson's band of

dominance. Will the valiant

Brothers presents the

Alliance prevail, or will the

opportunity to rediscover 100

Horde's tide of darkness consume

local heroes.

the last vestiges of freedom on

World of Warcraft: Tides of

Azeroth?

Darkness Aaron Rosenberg

Who Can Hold the Sea James D.

2007-08-28 After killing the

Hornfischer 2022-05-03 A close-

corrupt Warchief Blackhand,

up, action-filled narrative about

Orgrim Doomhammer was quick

the crucial role the U.S. Navy

to seize control over the Orcish

played in the early years of the

Horde. Now he is determined to

Cold War, from the New York

conquer the rest of Azeroth so

Times bestselling author of The

that his people will once again

Fleet at Flood Tide “A lucid, fast-

have a home of their own in

moving and fitting finale to

the... WORLD OF WARCRAFT

[Hornfischer’s] career.”—The

Anduin Lothar, former

Wall Street JournalDownloaded
This
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landmark account of the U.S.

on warships at Bikini Island; the

Navy in the Cold War, Who Can

invention of sonar and the

Hold the Sea combines narrative

developing science of undersea

history with scenes of stirring

warfare; the Navy’s leading part

adventure on—and under—the

in key battles of the Korean War;

high seas. In 1945, at the end of

the dramatic sinking of the

World War II, the victorious

submarine USS Cochino in the

Navy sends its sailors home and

Norwegian Sea; the invention of

decommissions most of its

the nuclear submarine and the

warships. But this peaceful

dangerous, first-ever cruise of the

interlude is short-lived, as Stalin,

USS Nautilus under the North

America’s former ally, makes

Pole; and the growth of the

aggressive moves in Europe and

modern Navy with technological

the Far East. Winston Churchill

breakthroughs such as massive

crystallizes the growing

aircraft carriers, and cruisers

Communist threat by declaring

fitted with surface-to-air missiles.

the existence of “the Iron

As in all of Hornfischer’s works,

Curtain,” and the Truman

the events unfold in riveting

Doctrine is set up to contain

detail. The story of the Cold War

Communism by establishing U.S.

at sea is ultimately the story of

military bases throughout the

America’s victorious contest to

world. Set against this

protect the free world.

background of increasing Cold

The Tide Anthony Melchiorri

War hostility, Who Can Hold the

2016-01-09 Book 2 in Anthony J

Sea paints the dramatic rise of the

Melchiorri's The Tide series. The

Navy’s crucial postwar role in a

tide has turned against

series of exciting episodes that

humanity... Governments across

include the controversial tests of

the globe have failed to stop the

the A-bombs that were dropped

spread of the Oni Agent.
The from
Downloaded
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biological weapon continues to

find potential help from an

wreak havoc. Those that are

unlikely source...if they can

infected become abominations

survive long enough to receive

known as Skulls, a fate worse

it.

than death. Captain Dominic

A Swift and Savage Tide Chloe

Holland and Meredith Webb

Neill 2021-11-30 Chloe Neill’s

have made it to Fort Detrick.

bold, seafaring heroine Captain

The Army base was once a

Kit Brightling sets sail for the

bastion for America's biodefense.

high seas and high sorcery in this

Now, swarms of hungry Skulls

swashbuckling fantasy series.

prowl outside the walls. With

Captain Kit Brightling is Aligned

Fort Detrick's resources, Dom and

to the magic of the sea, which

Meredith think they may finally

makes her an invaluable asset to

have a chance to to slow the

the Saxon Isles and its monarch,

spread of the Oni Agent. But

Queen Charlotte. The Isles and its

with the United States military

allies will need every advantage

in disarray, the situation outside

they can get: Gerard Rousseau,

Detrick's walls grows bleaker.

the former Gallic emperor and

More and more civilians succumb

scourge of the Continent, has

to the Skulls-or become them.

escaped his island prison to

Dom leads a desperate mission to

renew his quest for control of the

establish a safe zone for civilians

Continent. Gerard has no qualms

fleeing the nightmarish

about using dangerous magic to

creatures. Despite this apocalyptic

support his ambitions, so Kit and

new world, Dom and the

the crew of her ship, the Diana,

Hunters are determined to

are the natural choice to find

succeed. New threats and

him—and help stop him. But

discoveries challenge them every

then Kit’s path unexpectedly

step of the way. But they soon

crosses with that of Downloaded
the dashing
from
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and handsome Rian Grant,

epic adventure by the New

Viscount Queenscliffe, who’s

York Times–bestselling author of

working undercover on the

The Postman. We are not alone.

Continent in his own efforts to

Humanity’s explorations have

stop Gerard. And he’s not the

revealed galaxies inhabited by

only person Kit is surprised to

millions of intelligent species

see. An old enemy has arisen,

interacting under ancient

and the power he’ll wield on

traditions. Foremost among said

Gerard’s behalf is beautiful and

traditions is uplift, which

terrible. Sparks will fly and sails

requires all spacefaring races to

will flutter as Kit and crew are

welcome newcomers into

cast into the seas of adventure to

Galactic culture by breeding and

fight for queen and country.

genetically guiding each client

Guild Wars: Sea of Sorrows Ree

species to full sapience—but at a

Soesbee 2013-06-25 After the lost

price. Patron races demand

kingdom of Orr, along with the

centuries of indentured servitude

Elder Dragon Zhaitan and his

from each uplifted client. But is

undead minions, emerges from

upstart humanity a patron or a

the sea, it is up to Cobiah

client? The Earthship

Marriner, one of the last

Streaker—crewed by humans

survivors of the city of Lion's

and uplifted dolphins and

Arch, to avenge his home and

chimpanzees—discovers a derelict

stop the forces of evil. Original.

armada, perhaps left by the very

75,000 first printing. Video game

first patrons, the fabled

tie-in.

Progenitors. Suddenly the Five

Startide Rising David Brin

Galaxies teeter on the brink of

2021-05-25 A starship crew of

all-out war as fanatics hunt

humans and dolphins skirts the

Streaker for the secret. With a

brink of interstellar war in this

damaged ship and hostile
aliens
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in pursuit, the crew must band

for Best Fantasy Novel 1718:

together if they hope to survive .

Puppeteer John Chandagnac has

. . This ebook features a new

set sail for Jamaica to recover his

introduction by the author.

stolen inheritance, when his ship

Winner of the Hugo and Nebula

is seized by pirates. Offered the

Awards “An extraordinary

choice to join the crew, or be

achievement.” —Poul Anderson,

killed where he stands, he

award-winning author of Tau

decides that a pirate's life is better

Zero “What a wonderful ride . . .

than none at all. Now known as

Startide Rising is one of the books

Jack Shandy, this apprentice

that I remember most fondly, out

buccaneer soon learns to handle a

of all I have read, and rereading

mainsail and wield a cutlass -

it thirty years later proved just as

only to discover he is now a

enjoyable as the first time. I

subject of a Caribbean pirate

remain amazed at how many

empire ruled by one Edward

different characters and subplots

Thatch, better known as

Brin juggles without a misstep,

Blackbeard. A practitioner of

and the way he keeps the

voodoo, Blackbeard is building an

tension and suspense high

army of the living and the dead,

throughout.” —Tor.com “This is

to voyage together to search for

one of the outstanding SF novels

the ultimate prize: the legendary

of recent years.” —Publishers

Fountain of Youth.

Weekly “One of maybe twenty

The Hungry Tide Amitav Ghosh

science fiction novels that

2005 Presents a novel of life in

deserve the label classic.” —Time

modern India, chronicling the

On Stranger Tides Tim Powers

interwoven journey of an

2011-05-01 Shortlisted for the

American marine biologist and a

World Fantasy Award

Delhi businessman who travel to

Shortlisted for the Locus Award

the remote Sundarban
islands.from
Downloaded
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Treason's Tide Robert Wilton

secret world of intrigue,

2011-06-01 An intense,

deception, treachery and

imaginative and darkly

violence - and Roscarrock is about

atmospheric historical spy thriller

to be thrown into it headfirst.

- Patrick O'Brian meets John le

When the Devil Dances John

Carré. (previously published as

Ringo 2002-04-01 After five

The Emperor's Gold) 'A

years of battling invaders, human

sparkling gem of a novel' - M C

civilization prepares a strike to

Scott July 1805: Napoleon's army

drive the aliens from the Earth.

masses across the Channel -

But the Clan-Lord of the Sten has

Britain is within hours of

learned from the defeats human

invasion and defeat. Only one

have dealt him, and has his own

thing stands in the way - an

battle plan. When he squares off

obscure government bureau of

against Major Michael O'Neal, the

murky origins and shadowy

only winner will be Satan

purpose: The Comptrollerate

himself. . . . At the publisher's

General for Scrutiny and Survey.

request, this title is sold without

And, rescued from a shipwreck,

DRM (Digital Rights

his past erased, Tom Roscarrock is

Management).

their newest agent. In England,

Return to Midway Robert D.

the man who recruited

Ballard 1999 Dr Robert Ballard's

Roscarrock has disappeared, his

challenge for this work was to

agents are turning up dead, and

discover and photograph the

reports of a secret French fleet

ships sunk in the Battle of

are panicking the authorities. In

Midway, one of the most

France, a plan is underway to

dramatic engagements of the

shatter the last of England's

Pacific War. After the bombing

stability. Behind the clash of

of Pearl Harbour in 1941, the

fleets and armies, there lies a

Imperial Japanese Navy
seemed
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almost unstoppable, and a final

Arctic science and geography.

strike in Midway Island was

But questions can be like ocean

planned by Admiral Yamamoto

currents: wade in too far, and

for June 1942. But the

they carry you away. Hohn's

Americans, aware of the plan,

accidental odyssey pulls him into

were prepared for the attack and

the secretive world of shipping

in a great victory sank three of

conglomerates, the daring work

the four Japanese carriers, losing

of Arctic researchers, the lunatic

only one of their own. The battle

risks of maverick sailors, and the

was a turning point in the Pacific

shadowy world of Chinese toy

War and never again would

factories. Moby-Duck is a journey

Japan take the offensive. The

into the heart of the sea and an

story of this battle is illustrated

adventure through science,

using Ballard's underwater

myth, the global economy, and

photographs of the ships' remains,

some of the worst weather

and Ken Marschall's evocative

imaginable. With each new

paintings.

discovery, Hohn learns of another

Moby-Duck Donovan Hohn

loose thread, and with each

2011-03-03 Selected by The New

successive chase, he comes closer

York Times Book Review as a

to understanding where his

Notable Book of the Year A

castaway quarry comes from and

revelatory tale of science,

where it goes. In the grand

adventure, and modern myth.

tradition of Tony Horwitz and

When the writer Donovan Hohn

David Quammen, Moby-Duck is

heard of the mysterious loss of

a compulsively readable

thousands of bath toys at sea, he

narrative of whimsy and

figured he would interview a

curiosity.

few oceanographers, talk to a few

Seafire Natalie C. Parker

beachcombers, and read up on

2019-08-08 Caledonia
Styx let from
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down her guard once – and her

are finally safe, and his crew has

family were murdered by

found new ways to combat the

ruthless warlord Aric Athair and

Skulls. He leads the Hunters on a

his blood-thirsty Bullets. Now

mission to recover vital research

captain of a crew of girls who

that may hold the key to

have lost everything to the

stopping the biological agent

Bullets, she has sworn never to

responsible for this apocalyptic

show mercy again. But when a

new world. But unexpected new

rogue Bullet saves the life of

dangers threaten the Hunters'

Caledonia's best friend, she faces

efforts. They must adapt and face

an impossible choice. If she lets

these challenges with

the boy live, could he help them

everything they have. After all,

bring down Athair – or will he

it's no longer just their lives on

destroy them all? High seas, high

the line. The future of the

stakes...and high time for

human race relies on their

revenge.

success. Can the Hunters salvage

The Tide Anthony J. Melchiorri

what remains of humanity? Or is

2016-03-31 Book 3 in Anthony J

it already too late?

Melchiorri's The Tide series.

Ghost Fleet of the Truk Lagoon,

New heroes emerge from the

Japanese Mandated Islands

smoldering ashes of humanity...

William H. Stewart 1985

But so do new threats. A man-

The Tide Anthony Melchiorri

made plague has ravaged

2018-04-25 Book 7 in Anthony J

humanity, the military is in

Melchiorri's The Tide series.

shambles, and chaos reigns over

Even the oceans are no longer

the world. Hope seems nothing

safe from the scourge of the

more than a dream. Captain

biological weapon known as the

Dominic Holland is determined to

Oni Agent. Governments

stop the inevitable. His daughters

struggle to stand under
the from
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weight of civilization's collapse.

warfare join forces to create a

Some remnants of human society

taut, convincing novel—set in

have risen from the ashes. But

2026—about a besieged America

the radical military organization

battling for its very existence.

responsible for the Agent has

Ghost Fleet Awakened Joseph

developed a new weapon more

W. Zarzynski 2019-11-01

terrifying than their last. Rumors

Chronicles the history and

spread that a ghost fleet of ships

archaeological study of Lake

have been commandeered to

George, New York’s sunken

deliver the killing blow that will

bateaux of 1758. In Ghost Fleet

destroy any hope of humanity's

Awakened, Joseph W. Zarzynski

resurrection. Captain Dominic

reveals the untold story of a

Holland and his group of covert

little-recognized sunken fleet of

operatives are charged with

British warships, bateaux, from

uncovering the whereabouts of

the French and Indian War

the fleet and stopping them

(1755–1763). The story begins

before they reach land. On a

more than 250 years ago, when

mission that takes them around

bateaux first plied the waters of

the crumbling strongholds of

Lake George, New York.

Europe, they uncover a plot

Zarzynski enlightens readers

more sinister than they could

with a history of these utilitarian

have possibly imagined. With

vessels, considered the most

few resources and little time,

important vessels that transported

Dom and his Hunters put their

armies during eighteenth-

lives on the line to save the

century wars in North America,

world from utter destruction. But

and includes their origins and

even that may not be enough

uses. By infusing the book with

Ghost Fleet Peter Warren Singer

underwater archaeology

2015 Two authorities on future

doctrine, ZarzynskiDownloaded
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nautical significance of these

by the nonprofit organization

colonial craft. In the autumn of

Bateaux Below to help protect

1758, the British command at

these finite cultural treasures.

Lake George made a daring

“Zarzynski offers fascinating new

decision to deliberately sink two

research on bateau shipwrecks

floating batteries (radeaux), some

through the use of manuscripts,

row galleys and whaleboats, a

period newspaper accounts, and

sloop, and 260 bateaux, thereby

interviews. It is an outstanding

placing the warships into wet

piece of research, explaining the

storage and protecting them from

chronological history of cultural

marauding French during the

resource preservation. No other

coming winter. In 1759, many

book provides this level of

submerged boats were raised but

documentation on the role of

some were not. Then, in 1960,

bateaux during the wars of the

two divers rediscovered several

eighteenth century.” — Russell

sunken bateaux, dubbed the

P. Bellico, author of Empires in

“Ghost Fleet.” These shipwrecks

the Mountains: French and

were the focus of underwater

Indian War Campaigns in Forts

archaeological investigations that

in the Lake Champlain, Lake

provided archaeologists with

George, and Hudson River

opportunities to gain

Corridor “This is a major

unprecedented insight into

contribution to the field of

eighteenth-century lifeways.

American history, New York

Zarzynski explores and explains

State history, underwater

shipwreck preservation

archaeology, and cultural

techniques, the creation of

resource management. There is

shipwreck parks for scuba

no equivalent book that

enthusiasts, and the many

documents this story.” —

multifaceted programs developed

Timothy J. Runyan,
editor offrom
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Ships, Seafaring and Society:

teachers of upper elementary and

Essays in Maritime History

middle school students.

Turning the Tide on Trash 1992

Destiny in the Desert Jonathan

"Turning the Tide on Trash ... is

Dimbleby 2012-10-15 It was the

an interdisciplinary guide

British victory at the Battle of El

designed to provide maximum

Alamein in November 1942 that

flexibility in the classroom." The

inspired one of Winston

curriculum guide is designed for

Churchill's most famous

use either as a primary tool, or to

aphorisms: 'This is not the end, it

supplement work in other

is not even the beginning of the

subject areas. Three teaching

end, but it is, perhaps, the end of

units develop concepts on 1) The

the beginning'. And yet the

definition, characteristics, and

significance of this episode

sources of marine debris; 2) The

remains unrecognised. In this

effects of marine debris; and 3)

thrilling historical account,

Developing solutions and

Jonathan Dimbleby describes the

spreading the word. Units

political and strategic realities that

contain questions regarding the

lay behind the battle, charting

concepts, background

the nail-biting months that led to

information, 'Facts from the

the victory at El Alamein in

Deep', objectives, instructions on

November 1942. It is a story of

activities, vocabulary, materials,

high drama, played out both in

learning skills, duration (typically

the war capitals of London,

40 minutes), necessary

Washington, Berlin, Rome and

reproducibles, and procedures.

Moscow, and at the front in

Academic subject areas encompass

Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Morrocco

art, language arts, mathematics,

and Algeria and in the command

music, science and social studies.

posts and foxholes in the desert.

Guide appears to be directed to

Destiny in the Desert
is aboutfrom
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politicians and generals,

2016-08-05 Book 4 in Anthony J

diplomats, civil servants and

Melchiorri's The Tide

soldiers. It is about forceful

series.They might be humanity's

characters and the tensions and

only hope...And they were left

rivalries between them. Drawing

for dead. Captain Dominic

on official records and the

Holland's greatest weapon against

personal insights of those

the apocalypse is his ship. The

involved at every level,

Huntress is the heart of Dom's

Dimbleby creates a vivid portrait

scientific research and military

of a struggle which for Churchill

operations. And it has been taken.

marked the turn of the tide - and

Dom must embark on a perilous

which for the soldiers on the

mission to retake it if he stands

ground involved fighting and

any chance at finding the cure

dying in a foreign land. Now

the world so desperately

available in paperback in time,

needs.Dom's daughter, Kara, is

Destiny in the Desert, which was

stranded in the middle of Skull-

shortlisted for the Hessell-

infested Virginia. While she and

Tiltman prize 2012-13, is

a few others struggle to reunite

required reading for anyone

with Dom and the Hunters,

with an interest in the Desert

enemies more terrifying and

War.

ruthless than the Skulls

The Fleet the Gods Forgot

emerge.New adversaries emerge

Walter G. Winslow 2014-08-15

at every turn. The Hunters are

The heroic story of the U.S.

running out of time and

Asiatic Fleet at the outbreak of

resources. They have no choice

World War II and their

but to rise in the face of almost

disastrous encounter with vastly

certain defeat and fight to save

superior Japanese forces.

humanity from the brink of utter

Deadrise Anthony J. Melchiorri

annihilation. Book 1:Downloaded
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Book 2: The Tide:

curiously ogling the knobby

BreakwaterBook 3: The Tide:

knees of the bald cypress trees in

SalvageBook 4: The Tide:

the freshwater swamps at First

Deadrise

Landing State Park in Virginia,

Gould's Book of Fish Richard

there's a lot to love about the

Flanagan 2016-05-26 FROM THE

easy-going coastal trails in

WINNER OF THE MAN

Delaware, Maryland and

BOOKER PRIZE 2014 Once

Virginia. This book covers 50

upon a time that was called 1828,

hikes in Delaware, Maryland and

before all fishes in the sea and all

Virginia with hike sections

living things on the land were

divided by state. Readers will

destroyed, there was a man

meet wild ponies on the Island

named William Buelow Gould, a

Nature Trail in Chincoteague,

white convict who fell in love

Virginia and hike to the 35-foot-

with a black woman and

tall Turkey Point Lighthouse

discovered too late that to love is

that dates back to 1833 at Elk

not safe. Silly Billy Gould,

Neck State Park in Maryland for

invader of Australia, liar,

inspiring views across the

murderer and forger, condemned

Chesapeake Bay from atop a 100-

to the most feared penal colony

foot-bluff. Hikes will highlight

in the British Empire and there

birding and wildlife viewing

ordered to paint a book of fish.

hotspots, local history and

Hiking Coastal Trails of

heritage, and bucket-list outdoor

Delaware, Maryland, and

gems.

Virginia Erin Gifford 2022-08-01

Under a Graveyard Sky John

From strolling the gentle dunes

Ringo 2013-09-03 Zombies are

of Cape Henlopen State Park in

real. And we made them. Are

Delaware to hunting for fossils at

you prepared for the zombie

Calvert Cliffs in Maryland to

apocalypse? The Smith
familyfrom
is,
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with the help of a few marines.

Weekly_If you think the zombie

When an airborne _zombieÓ

apocalypse will never happen, if

plague is released, bringing

you

civilization to a grinding halt, the

zombies, you may change your

Smith family, Steven, Stacey,

mind after reading Under a

Sophia and Faith, take to the

Graveyard Sky. . .Events build

Atlantic to avoid the chaos. The

slowly in the book at the outset,

plan is to find a safe haven from

but you can

the anarchy of infected

because it

humanity. What they discover,

wreck in slow motion: inexorable

instead, is a sea composed of the

and horrible. And the zombie

tears of survivors and a passion

apocalypse in these pages is so

for bringing hope. For it is up to

fascinating that you can

the Smiths and a small band of

flipping pages to see what

Marines to somehow create the

happens next.Ó¾Bookhound

refuge that survivors seek in a

Haunted Southern Maryland

world of darkness and terror.

David W. Thompson 2019-09-09

Now with every continent a

Take a journey to the dark side of

holocaust and every ship an

Southern Maryland, one of the

abattoir, life is lived under a

most haunted spots in America,

graveyard sky. At the publisher's

and visit with the ghosts and

request, this title is sold without

otherworldly specters of the area.

DRM (Digital Rights

Southern Maryland is one of the

Management). _. . .the thinking

most haunted spots in America.

reader

From pre-colonial settlements to

s zombie novel. . .Ringo

ve never been afraid of

t stop reading
s like watching a train

t stop

fleshes out his theme with

modern times, the tales of every

convincing detailsãthe

era of its history are often dark

proceedings become oddly

and sometimes bloody. Brave

plausible.Ó¾Publishers

readers will meet the
many from
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otherworldly specters that loved

defeat.Soon no one will be free

the area too much to leave, like

from the nightmarish effects of

the spirit of the witch Moll Dyer

the virulent bioengineered Oni

or the nun reclaiming her

Agent. The fanatical organization

ancestral home. Learn the

responsible has pushed mankind

haunted history of Sotterley

to the brink of extinction and is

Plantation and the stories of the

on the verge of victory. In one

ghosts that remained after the

final surge, they prepare to

Civil War. Author David W.

sweep the globe from ground

Thompson takes the reader on a

zero in Siberia. Only one man

spooky journey through

and his team of operatives stand

Southern Maryland's long

in their way. Captain Dominical

history.

Holland and former intelligence

Ship of Ghosts James D.

officer Meredith Webb launch a

Hornfischer 2007 Describes the

final mission to prevent a total

loss of the cruiser U.S.S. Houston

world collapse, but the costs will

in the Dutch East Indies during

be enormous if they are to save

the early days of World War II

humanity from the Oni Agent.

in the Pacific and the fate of the

The Tide Anthony J Melchiorri

warship's surviving crew, who

2020-06-13 Book 6 in Anthony J

were captured by the Japanese

Melchiorri's The Tide series.In

and forced to work as slaves on

Morocco, tourists and merchants

Japan's brutal Burma-Thailand

once packed the winding alleys

Death Railway. Reprint. 50,000

and expansive markets of

first printing.

Tangier. Now there are only

The Tide Anthony J Melchiorri

Skulls. Captain Dominic Holland

2019-07-17 Book 10 in Anthony J

and the Hunters pursue the

Melchiorri's The Tide

mysterious organization

series.Humanity is on the edge of

responsible for the Oni
Agentfrom
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straight into the ravaged city.

jungle in search of a legend that

But something more frightening

could change the path of

than anything they've

science—but secretive powers

encountered awaits.Across the

will do anything to stop him.

Atlantic, Colonel Jacob Shepherd

From deep within the

is tasked with delivering a key

Venezuelan rain forest emanates

enemy scientist to the United

the legend of a white goddess

States Government. But no

and a mysterious tribe with

journey at the end of the world

startling technical

is without disaster. Faced with a

accomplishments. Few believe

mission derailed by catastrophe,

the tribe exists—and even fewer

Shepherd must make an

suspect its deity may hold

impossible choice to save his

knowledge that can change the

country-and the world.Book 1:

course of history. For National

The TideBook 2: The Tide:

Underwater & Marine Agency

BreakwaterBook 3: The Tide:

crew leader Kurt Austin, an

SalvageBook 4: The Tide:

investigation into the sudden

DeadriseBook 5: The Tide: Iron

deaths of rare whales leads him to

WindBook 6: The Tide: Dead

the Mexican coast, where

AshoreBook 7: The Tide: Ghost

someone tries to put him and his

FleetBook 8: The Tide: Devil to

mini-sub permanently out of

Pay

commission. Meanwhile, in South

Blue Gold Clive Cussler

America’s lush hills, a specially

2000-08-01 Clive Cussler’s New

assigned NUMA crew turns up

York Times bestselling Blue

the white-goddess legend—and a

Gold, now available in ebook, is a

murderous cadre of bio-pirates

heart-pounding thriller in the

intent on stealing medicinal

NUMA adventure series. Kurt

secrets worth millions. Soon

Austin navigates the Amazon

Austin and his crewDownloaded
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they’re working the opposite

Regulation, Business

ends of the same grand scheme.

Opportunities, and Energy 1990

A billionaire California tycoon is

Rebel World Anthony J

poised to rise to power by

Melchiorri 2017-08-26 Captain

monopolizing the earth’s vastly

Tag Brewer saved the

depleted freshwater reserves and

Mechanics. He even handed

ultimately dominate the world.

them the key to victory against

Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s

the Collectors. But now the

mythical tribal goddess has some

Mechanics want his blood. They

real roots in science, and may be

aren't the only ones. When Tag

the key to locating a secret

returns to the SRE, he isn't given

formula that could turn vast

a hero's welcome. He is treated

amounts of seawater into fresh.

like a criminal. They suspect him

But with each step into the bush,

of working for the Collectors. He

he and his NUMA team feel like

finds himself mired in a plot that

fish out of water—and must fight

threatens to tear humanity apart.

a deadly, twisting trail of

His only hope of quelling their

enemies through a dense jungle

suspicions and unifying the SRE

of treachery, blackmail, and

is to follow a mysterious lead to

murder.

an SRE colony planet where

The Ghost Fleet United States.

rebellion seems all but inevitable.

Congress. House. Committee on

But someone else has plans for

Small Business. Subcommittee on

this world and for Tag...
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